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Abstract. We present an application-level implementation of anycast
for highly dynamic groups. The implementation can handle group sizes
varying from one to the whole Internet, and membership maintenance
is efficient enough to allow members to join for the purpose of receiving
a single message. Key to this efficiency is the use of a proximity-aware
peer-to-peer overlay network for decentralized, lightweight group maintenance; nodes join the overlay once and can join and leave many groups
many times to amortize the cost of maintaining the overlay. An anycast implementation with these properties provides a key building block
for distributed applications. In particular, it enables management and
location of dynamic resources in large scale peer-to-peer systems. We
present several resource management applications that are enabled by
our implementation.
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Introduction

Anycast [12] is a service that allows a node to send a message to a nearby member
of a group, where proximity is defined using a metric like IP hops or delay. In
this paper, we are interested in the application of anycast to manage distributed
resources in decentralized peer-to-peer systems. This is a challenging application
for anycast because groups can vary in size from very small to very large and
membership can be highly dynamic.
We note that resource discovery based on anycast is a powerful building block
in many distributed systems. For example, it can be used to manage dynamic
distributed resources (e.g., processing, storage, and bandwidth) using the following pattern. First, anycast groups are created for each resource type. Nodes join
the appropriate group to advertise the availability of a resource and leave the
group when they no longer have the resource available. Nodes request nearby
resources by anycasting messages to the appropriate groups.
Unfortunately, existing anycast proposals do not support this application.
Network level anycast (e.g., [10]) does not work well with highly dynamic groups
and its deployment has been hampered by concerns over security, billing, and
?
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scalability with the number of groups. Previous application-level anycast proposals [1, 9] are easy to deploy but assume that groups are small and that membership is relatively stable. We present an application-level implementation of
anycast that can be used as a powerful building block in large scale peer-to-peer
applications.
Our anycast system builds a per-group proximity-aware spanning tree. It efficiently supports both small and very large groups. Moreover, it supports highly
dynamic groups, because nodes join and leave a group with low overhead and all
membership maintenance is decentralized. The spanning trees are used to anycast messages efficiently: messages are delivered to a nearby group member with
low delay and link stress. This enables very fine-grained resource management
in large scale distributed systems.
The key to the efficiency of our anycast implementation is that group trees
are embedded in a structured, proximity-aware overlay network. The tree is the
union of the paths from the group members to a node acting as the root of the
tree. When a member joins a group, it merely routes a join request towards the
root of the tree using the overlay, adding overlay links to the tree as needed.
When the join request reaches a node that is already a member of the tree, the
request is not propagated any further. Thus, membership maintenance is fully
distributed. The same overlay network can support many different independent
groups, with the advantage that the overhead of maintaining the proximity-aware
overlay network can be amortized over many different group spanning trees (and
other applications). This is the key to lightweight membership management and
the resulting ability to support large and highly dynamic groups.
We show a number of uses of our anycast implementation to manage resources
in real applications. SplitStream, for instance, is a peer-to-peer streaming content distribution system that stripes content across multiple multicast trees [4].
This striping achieves increased robustness to node failures, spreads the forwarding load across all participating nodes, and allows SplitStream to accommodate
participating nodes with widely differing network bandwidth. It uses anycast to
locate nodes with spare network bandwidth.
The contributions of this paper are to describe a scalable application-level
implementation of anycast for highly dynamic groups, and to articulate its power
as a tool for resource management in distributed systems.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explains group membership management and spanning tree construction. In Section 3, we show how
to implement anycast and manycast using these trees. Section 4 discusses applications of our anycast implementation. We present some performance results in
Section 5. Related work is described in Section 6, and we conclude in Section 7.
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Group management

We use Scribe [18, 6], an application-level multicast system, to manage groups
and to maintain a spanning tree connecting the members of each group. Scribe
can handle group sizes varying from one to millions, and it supports rapid

changes in group membership efficiently. All nodes join Pastry, a structured
peer-to-peer overlay [16, 3]. Subsequently, nodes may join and leave potentially
many groups many times to amortize the cost of building the Pastry overlay.
This, combined with Pastry’s already scalable algorithms to join the overlay is
the key to Scribe’s ability to support highly dynamic groups efficiently [6].
Per-group trees are embedded in the Pastry overlay, and are formed as the
union of the overlay routes from the group members to the root of the tree. In
addition to supporting anycast, group trees can be used to multicast messages
to the group using reverse path forwarding [8] from the root. It has been shown
that Scribe multicast achieves low delay and induces low link and node stress [6].
Scribe’s approach to group management could be implemented on top of
other structured peer-to-peer overlay networks like CAN [14], Chord [20], or
Tapestry [23]. In fact, Scribe has been implemented on top of CAN [7].
Next, we describe Pastry and the construction of group trees using Scribe in
more detail.
2.1

Peer-to-peer overlay

Pastry is fully described in [16, 3]. Here, we provide a brief overview to understand how we implement group management and anycast.
In Pastry, numeric keys represent application objects and are chosen from a
large identifier space. Each participating node is assigned an identifier (nodeId)
chosen randomly with uniform probability from the same space. Pastry assigns
each object key to the live node with nodeId numerically closest to the key. It
provides a primitive to send a message to the node that is responsible for a given
key.
The overlay network is self-organizing and self-repairing, and each node maintains only a small routing table with O(log(n)) entries, where n is the number of
nodes in the overlay. Each entry maps a nodeId to its IP address. Messages can
be routed to the node responsible for a given key in O(log(n)) hops. The routing
table maintained in each Pastry node is created and maintained in a manner
that enables Pastry to exploit network locality in the underlying network. There
are two particular properties of Pastry routes that are important for efficient
anycast: low delay stretch and local route convergence. Simulations with realistic
network topologies show that the delay stretch, i.e., the total delay experienced
by a Pastry message relative to the delay between source and destination in the
underlying network, is usually below two [3]. These simulations also show that
the routes for messages sent to the same key from nearby nodes in the underlying
network converge at a nearby node after a small number of hops.
2.2

Group trees

Scribe uses Pastry to name a potentially large number of groups. Each group
has a key called the groupId, which could be the hash of the group’s textual
name concatenated with its creator’s name. To create a group, a Scribe node

asks Pastry to route a create message using the groupId as the key. The node
responsible for that key becomes the root of the group’s tree.
To join a group, a node routes a join message through the overlay to the
group’s groupId. This message is routed towards the root of the tree by Pastry.
Each node along the route checks whether it is already in the group’s tree. If
it is, it adds the sender to its children table and stops routing the message any
further. Otherwise, it creates an entry for the group, adds the source node to
the group’s children table, and sends a join message for itself. The properties
of the Pastry overlay routes ensure that this mechanism produces a tree.
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join(d46a1c)
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join(d46a1c)

d13da3

Fig. 1. Example formation of a group tree.

Figure 1 demonstrates how the trees are built using an example tree with
the groupId d46a1c. Node d462ba acts as the root for the tree, as it has the
numerically closest nodeId to the groupId. Initially node 65a1f c routes a join
request using the groupId. Pastry routes the request via node d13da3, which
takes node 65a1f c as a child and then forwards the request towards the groupId.
Node d4213f receives the request, takes d13da3 as a child and forwards the
request. Node d462ba receives the request, and takes d4213f as a child. As it is
the root for this group tree it does not forward the request. Subsequently, node
98f c35 joins the group. It routes a join using the groupId. Node d213f receives
the request and takes 98f c35 as a child. As it is already a member of the tree
the request is not forwarded to any other nodes.
If a node wishes to leave a group and it has entries in its children table for
that group then it marks itself as no longer a member and does nothing else. As it
has entries in its children table it is required to receive and forward messages for
the group. If the departing node has no entries in its children table then it sends
a leave message to its parent in the tree. Upon receiving a leave message
the parent node removes the child node from its children table. If the parent
node subsequently has an empty children table and it is not a member of the
group, it sends a leave message to its parent. This process continues recursively
up the tree until a node is reached that still has entries in the children table
after removing the departing node, or the root is reached. Scribe’s mechanisms
to tolerate node failures, including root failures, and several optimizations are
described in [6].

Group management scales well because Pastry ensures that the trees are well
balanced and that join and leave requests are localized and do not involve any
centralized node. For example, join requests stop at the first node on the route to
the root that is already in the group tree. This property also holds when Scribe
is implemented on top of CAN, Chord, or Tapestry.
The local route convergence property of Pastry also helps group management
scalability because join and leave requests tend to traverse a small number of
physical network links. Similarly, the low delay stretch property results in low
latency for joins. Scribe would retain these properties only when implemented
on top of other proximity-aware structured overlays, for example Tapestry.
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Anycast and manycast

Our anycast system allows a node to send a message to a member of a group. It
relies on Scribe to create a Scribe tree for the group. If Scribe uses a proximityaware overlay like Pastry [3] or Tapestry [23], the message will be delivered to
one of the closest group members in the underlying network topology. The sender
does not need to be a member of the group.
Anycast is implemented using a distributed depth-first search of the group
tree, which is built as described in Section 2.2. This is efficient and scalable:
anycasts complete after visiting a small number of nodes (O(log(n)) where n is
the number of elements in the overlay), and load is balanced because anycasts
from different senders start at different nodes.
Each group has an associated groupId. To anycast a message to a group,
a sender routes a message through Pastry using the groupId as the key. The
message is routed towards the node that acts as the root of the group tree. At
each hop, the local node checks whether it is part of the tree for the specified
groupId. If it is, then the anycast message is not forwarded; instead, a depth-first
search of the group tree is initiated from that node. The search is fairly standard
except that children edges are explored before parent edges and applications can
define the order in which children edges are explored. For example, the order
can be random or round-robin to improve load balancing, or it can use some
application specific metric like an estimate of the load on each child.
We append the identifiers of the nodes that have already been visited to the
message to guide the search. After all of a node’s children have been visited (if
any) without success, the node itself checks if it is in the group. If so, the message is delivered to the node and the search terminates. Otherwise, the anycast
continues after the node adds its identifier to the list of visited nodes in the
message. The identifiers of its children are then removed to keep the list small.
It is possible for the group to become empty while an anycast is in progress.
This is detected when the root is visited after all its children have been visited
and it is not in the group. In this case, an error message is sent back to the
sender.
The search is efficient and scalable. In the absence of membership changes
during the search, it completes after exploring a single path from the start node

to a leaf. Our implementation uses the overlay properties to balance the load
imposed by searches on the nodes that form the group tree: different senders are
unlikely to explore the same path unless the group is very small. Therefore, our
approach scales to a large number of concurrent senders.
In overlays with the local route convergence property (Tapestry and Pastry),
the nodes in the subtree rooted at the start node are the closest in the network to
the sender, among all the group members. Therefore, the message is delivered to
a group member that is close to the sender in the network topology. Additionally,
this leads to low link stress and delay for anycast routing.
We can also support manycast, i.e., the message can be sent to several group
members. This is done by continuing the anycast until the message has been
delivered to the desired number of members, tracking the number of recipients
in the message.
Both anycast and manycast can be augmented such that the message is
delivered only to group members that satisfy a given predicate. The algorithm
above works efficiently when most group members satisfy the predicate. If this is
not the case, the group can be split in subgroups such that most of the elements
in each subgroup satisfy a given predicate. The overlay can be used to name and
locate the group that should be used for a given predicate. Additionally, nodes
can leave the group when they stop satisfying the predicate associated with the
group.
Our anycast and manycast primitives can be secured from malicious participating nodes in the overlay, by extending earlier work on secure routing in
Pastry [2]. However, the details are beyond the scope of this paper.
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Distributed resource management

Existing anycast systems have been limited to small and relatively static sets of
group members; accordingly, applications have been limited to tasks like server
selection. Enabling anycast for highly dynamic groups whose size and membership change rapidly enables a much larger set of applications.
Applications can exploit such an anycast facility to discover and manage a
much larger quantity of resources at much smaller time scales. For example, a
group can be created whose members advertise some spare resource, e.g., storage
capacity, bandwidth, or CPU cycles. They join the group in order to advertise
availability of the resource; when they receive an anycast message from a node
that seeks to consume the resource, they assign some resource units to that node.
They leave the group when they no longer have any resource units available.
We next discuss some example application scenarios.
CPU cycles: Many workstations are idle for significant periods of the day,
and many systems offer their spare CPU cycles for compute intensive tasks, e.g.,
Condor [11]. Such systems need to match spare CPU resources to jobs that need
to be executed.
One approach to schedule such jobs is to create a group consisting of nodes
that have pending compute jobs. Essentially, such a group acts as a job queue.

Nodes with spare CPU cycles anycast to the group, thus matching nodes with
spare cycles to nodes with pending jobs. When a node has no jobs remaining
it removes itself from the group. A second approach is to create a group whose
members are nodes with spare CPU cycles. A node with pending jobs anycasts
to the group to find a node with spare compute cycles.
The first approach works best when demand for CPU cycles is greater than
supply and the second works best when the reverse is true. The two approaches
can be combined by using two groups rooted at the same node.
Storage capacity: Storage systems often need to locate a node that has the
spare capacity to store a replica of an object. For example, in an archival file
storage system like PAST [17] a node with high storage utilization may wish to
find an alternate node to store a replica on its behalf. In such a system, a group
can be created consisting of nodes with spare disk capacity. A node seeking an
alternate node to store a replica anycasts to the group.
Furthermore, a group can be created that consists of the nodes that store
a given object. Nodes that wish to access the object anycast to the group to
locate a nearby replica. The same group can also be used to multicast updates
or coherence messages in order to keep the replicas consistent.
Bandwidth: Similar techniques can be used to locate nodes with spare
network bandwidth. SplitStream [5, 4], for instance, is a peer-to-peer content
streaming system that stripes content over multiple multicast groups. This striping allows SplitStream to spread the forwarding load across the participating
nodes, takes advantage of nodes with different network bandwidths, and yields
improved robustness to node failures. Nodes with spare network bandwidth join
a spare capacity group.
A node tries to join the groups associated with each stripe. If its default
parent for a particular stripe has no spare bandwidth, the node anycasts to
the spare capacity group, to find a nearby parent that can adopt it. The spare
capacity group initially contains all the nodes.
In general, applications may customize the anycast primitive by controlling
the DFS tree traversal order, by providing a boolean predicate on attributes of
group members, and by specifying the desired number of receivers. Moreover,
the low overhead of group creation and membership operations enables the use
of many, potentially overlapping groups to increase the efficiency of complex
queries. For instance, in addition to joining a group that indicates available
storage capacity, nodes with free storage can join groups associated with more
fine-grained attributes, such as a range of available storage, the expected availability of the storage node or the node’s query load. Anycast queries can then be
directed towards specific groups whose members are known or likely to satisfy
certain attribute values, thus increasing efficiency.
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Experimental results

We performed an evaluation of our anycast implementation using simulations of
a Pastry overlay with 100,000 nodes on a transit-stub topology [22] with 5050

routers. Each router had an attached LAN and each Pastry node was randomly
assigned to one of these LANs.
We started by measuring the cost of creating 10 different anycast groups
varying in size from 2,500 to 25,000 nodes. All group members joined at the same
time. The average number of messages per join was 3.5 with 2,500 members and
2.3 with 25,000 members. The average cost per join decreases with the group
size because the number of hops before a join message reaches the group tree
decreases. The cost of joining an empty group is approximately 4.1 messages.
The joining load was evenly distributed, e.g., 83% of the nodes processed a single
message when creating the largest group.
Then, we simulated 1,000 anycasts from random sources to each group with
the predicate true. The average number of messages per anycast was 2.9 with
2,500 members and 2.1 with 25,000 members. The average anycast cost decreases
with the group size for the same reason that the join cost decreases. The cost
of anycasting to an empty group is also approximately 4.1 messages. The load
to process anycasts was also evenly distributed, e.g., 99% of the nodes that
processed an anycast in the group with 25,000 members only processed one or
two messages and none processed more than four messages.
To evaluate whether our implementation delivers an anycast to a nearby
group member, we measured the network delay between the sender and the
receiver of each anycast and ranked it relative to the delays between the sender
and other group members. For 90% of the anycasts to the group with 2,500
members, less than 7% of the group members were closer to the sender than the
receiver. The results improve when the group size increases because the depth
first search of the tree during the anycast is more likely to start at a node closer
to the sender. Less than 0.15% of the group members were closer to the sender
than the receiver for 90% of the anycasts to the group with 25,000 members.
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Related work

Related work includes IP and application-level anycast, and global resource management systems. The main contribution of our approach is the ability to perform
anycast efficiently in large and highly dynamic groups.
Anycast was first proposed in RFC 1546 [12]. GIA [10] is an architecture
for global IP anycast that is scalable but shares the drawbacks characteristic of
network-level approaches: it requires router modifications, and it cannot exploit
application-level metrics to select the destination of anycast messages.
The approach to application-level anycast proposed in [1, 9] builds directory
systems. Given a query, the service returns the unicast address of the closest
server satisfying the query. The approach is similar to round-robin DNS. It assumes a small and static number of servers per group and does not scale to large
and highly dynamic groups.
Like Scribe, Bayeux [24], and CAN-Multicast [15] are group communication
systems built on top of structured peer-to-peer overlays, namely Tapestry [23]
and CAN [14]. Neither Bayeux nor CAN-multicast support an anycast primitive.

While such a primitive could be added, neither protocol can support highly
dynamic groups efficiently. CAN-multicast builds a separate overlay for each
group, which makes joining and leaving a group relatively expensive. In our
approach, the same overlay is used to host many different groups, thus amortizing
the cost of maintaining the overlay.
Like Scribe, Bayeux builds per-group multicast trees on top of a peer-to-peer
overlay. In Bayeux, however, a tree is the union of the overlay routes from the
root to each member. This forces Bayeux to forward each join and leave request
to the root, thus preventing it from handling large, dynamic groups efficiently.
The object location approach used in Tapestry and in Plaxton’s work [13]
can be viewed as a special case of our anycast mechanism. In these systems, the
tree formed by the overlay routes from each replica holder of an object to the
object’s root is annotated with pointers to the nearest replica holder. Lookup
messages are routed towards an object’s root; when the message intercepts the
tree, it uses the replica pointer to retrieve a copy of the object.
Tapestry and Plaxton use this mechanism only to locate objects. Since the
trees are not fault-tolerant, objects must be periodically reinserted. Our system
supports a fully general anycast primitive, supports predicate-based anycast, and
maintains the group membership despite node failures. Moreover, we articulate
the power of such a primitive for dynamic resource management in large-scale
distributed systems.
The Internet Indirection Infrastructure (i3) [19] proposes a generic indirection mechanism supporting unicast, multicast, anycast and, mobility. i3 uses
triggers to represent indirection points between senders and receivers. A trigger is represented by a unique id. Receivers subscribe to triggers, and senders
publish to triggers. When a message arrives at a trigger, it is forwarded to one
or more of the receivers registered at the trigger. In its simplest form, the i3
group membership mechanism is not scalable, because a single node maintains
all members of a group. To support large groups, i3 uses a hierarchy of triggers.
However, i3 has to explicitly construct and balance these trees of triggers, while
in our approach, the spanning trees are formed naturally by the existing overlay
routes from the group members to the group’s root. Thus, our approach can
handle large, highly dynamic groups with greater efficiency.
Astrolabe [21] provides a very flexible distributed resource management system. It supports generic queries on the state of the system using gossiping and
it limits the rate of gossiping to achieve better scalability at the expense of increased delays. The increased delays make it unsuitable for managing dynamic
resources at very small time scales.
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Conclusions

This paper presents an efficient anycast implementation that supports large and
highly dynamic groups. The properties of our anycast system enable management
and discovery of resources in large-scale distributed systems at much smaller time
scales than previously possible. Our systems takes a decentralized approach to

group membership management, and amortizes the cost of maintaining a single
overlay network over many groups and group membership changes. The system
is built on top of Pastry, a scalable, proximity-aware peer-to-peer overlay and it
supports multicast as well as anycast. Finally, we discuss applications that can
use our anycast implementation to schedule jobs, manage storage, and manage
bandwidth for content distribution. These applications demonstrate that our
anycast implementation provides a powerful building block to construct largescale peer-to-peer applications.
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